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Fig. 1. Given a script and multiple video recordings, or takes, of a dialogue-driven scene as input (left), our computational video editing system automatically
selects the most appropriate clip from one of the takes for each line of dialogue in the script based on a set of user-specified film-editing idioms (right). For this
scene titled Fluffles, editing style A (top row) combines two such idioms; start wide ensures that the first clip is a wide, establishing shot of all the characters
in the scene, and speaker visible ensures that the speaker of each line of dialogue is visible. Editing style B (middle) adds in the intensify emotion idiom,
which reserves close ups for strongly emotional lines of dialogue, as in lines 4 and 5 where the emotional sentiment strength (shown in blue) is greater than
0.65. Editing style C (bottom) replaces the intensify emotion idiom with emphasize character that focuses on the Stacy character whenever Ryan has a
particularly short line of dialogue, as in lines 1 and 3.
We present a system for efficiently editing video of dialogue-driven scenes.
The input to our system is a standard film script and multiple video takes,
each capturing a different camera framing or performance of the complete
scene. Our system then automatically selects the most appropriate clip from
one of the input takes, for each line of dialogue, based on a user-specified
set of film-editing idioms. Our system starts by segmenting the input script
into lines of dialogue and then splitting each input take into a sequence
of clips time-aligned with each line. Next, it labels the script and the clips
with high-level structural information (e.g., emotional sentiment of dialogue,
camera framing of clip, etc.). After this pre-process, our interface offers a set
of basic idioms that users can combine in a variety of ways to build custom
editing styles. Our system encodes each basic idiom as a Hidden Markov
Model that relates editing decisions to the labels extracted in the pre-process.
For short scenes (< 2 minutes, 8-16 takes, 6-27 lines of dialogue) applying the
user-specified combination of idioms to the pre-processed inputs generates
an edited sequence in 2-3 seconds. We show that this is significantly faster
than the hours of user time skilled editors typically require to produce such
edits and that the quick feedback lets users iteratively explore the space of
edit designs.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Digital cameras make it easy for filmmakers to record many versions,
or takes, of a scene. Each new take can provide a unique camera
framing or performance, and skilled editors know how to combine
multiple takes to build a stronger narrative than any one recording
could capture. While well-crafted edits are not always obvious to
viewers [Smith and Henderson 2008], the best editors carefully cut
between different framings and performances to control the visual
style and emotional tone of a scene [Arijon 1976; Bowen 2013; Katz
1991; Murch 2001]. Unfortunately, the process of editing several
takes together is slow and largely manual; editors must review each
individual take, segment it by hand into clips, and arrange these clips
on a timeline to tell a story. With existing frame-based video editing
tools this process is especially tedious, making creative exploration
of different editing styles very difficult.
In this paper we show that by focusing on a particular, but very
common type of scene – namely, dialogue-driven scenes – we can
create much more efficient tools for editing video1 . Such scenes are
1 Our

results can be viewed at http://graphics.stanford.edu/papers/roughcut
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one of the most common elements in live-action films and television.
From big-screen comedies and dramas, to small-screen sitcoms
and soap operas, conversational scenes take a large percentage
of screen time. Even action films use dialogue-driven scenes to
establish relationships between characters. A common workflow
for producing such scenes is to first develop a script containing the
dialogue, and then capture multiple takes of the complete scene.
The script provides an overall structure of the narrative, and our
editing tools are designed to let users make editing decisions based
on this structure.
We build on the established concept of film-editing idioms, which
represent rules-of-thumb for conveying a narrative through editing
decisions – e.g., ensure that the speaker of each line of dialogue is
visible, intensify emotion by using close ups for emotional lines, etc.
(Figure 1). Previous techniques have applied film-editing idioms to
the problem of virtual cinematography in 3D environments [Christianson et al. 1996; Elson and Riedl 2007; Galvane et al. 2015; He
et al. 1996; Jhala and Young 2005; Karp and Feiner 1993; Merabti et al.
2015], and to automatically edit video of classroom presentations
[Heck et al. 2007] or social gatherings [Arev et al. 2014]. While
we are inspired by this work, our system is the first to provide
idiom-based editing for live-action video of dialogue-driven scenes,
thereby enabling fast creative exploration of different editing styles.
Our approach is designed to augment a typical workflow for
producing dialogue-driven scenes. The input to our system is a
standard film script, and several recorded takes of a scene. We
begin by running these inputs through our own segmentation and
labeling pre-processing pipeline, which automatically extracts highlevel structural information that allows our system to apply idioms
to the scene. Our tools let users explore different editing styles
by composing basic film-editing idioms in different combinations.
Finally, users can apply the resulting styles to any labeled scene,
immediately and automatically producing a fully edited video.
Our work makes three main contributions:
(1) Automatic segmentation and labeling pipeline. Most filmediting idioms relate editing decisions to high-level structural information about a scene. For example, applying the speaker visible
idiom (Figure 1) requires at least two pieces of structural information; (1) which video clips are associated with each line of dialogue,
and (2) whether or not the performer speaking the line is visible
in the corresponding clip. A key insight of our work is that, for
dialogue-driven scenes, we can extract this kind of structural information automatically from a script and raw input videos. To this
end, we present an automatic segmentation and labeling pipeline
that breaks the script into lines of dialogue, then splits each take
into a sequence of clips time-aligned with each line, and finally
extracts enough script- and clip-level labels to support a variety of
useful idioms (Section 4).
(2) Composable representation for film-editing idioms. Filmmakers usually combine multiple idioms to produce an edit that
conveys the narrative in a particular style. Figure 1 shows several
such idiom combinations for a scene. Flexibility in exploring different combinations of idioms is essential for filmmakers to design
their own editing styles. Therefore, we propose representing individual idioms as conditional probability distributions encoded in
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 36, No. 4, Article 130. Publication date: July 2017.

Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [Rabiner 1989]. This approach lets
us combine idioms through simple arithmetic operations. Given a
combination of idioms, we construct the corresponding HMM so
that the maximum-likelihood set of hidden variables yields an edit
in the desired style (Section 5).
(3) Idiom-based editing interface. Existing video editing tools
force users to work with a frame-based timeline representation of the
raw video takes. Editors must therefore translate the high-level film
editing idioms into low-level operations such as selecting, trimming
and assembling clips into the edited result. The tediousness of
scrubbing through a timeline with these tools makes it very difficult
for editors to efficiently explore the space of possible edits. In
contrast, we provide a prototype interface for idiom-based editing of
dialogue-driven scenes. Users can drag and drop basic idioms, adjust
their parameters and set their relative weights, to build custom idiom
combinations. Applying the resulting combination to the scene
generates an edited sequence with 2-3 seconds of processing time,
and users can iteratively update the idioms and their parameters
based on the result. Such immediate feedback is crucial for creative
exploration of the edit design space.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of our system by generating
edits for 8 short dialogue-driven scenes (< 2 minutes, 8-16 takes, 627 lines of dialogue) in a variety of editing styles. These scenes each
required 110-217 minutes of system time to automatically segment
and label. Applying a user-specified combination of idioms to such
pre-processed inputs takes 2-3 seconds. Our evaluation shows that
this is significantly faster than the hours of user time skilled editors
typically require to produce such edits and that the quick feedback
lets users iteratively explore the space of edit designs.

2

RELATED WORK

Virtual cinematography. Using the conventions of cinematography to convey animated 3D content, such as virtual actors performing in a 3D game environment, is a well-studied problem in
computer graphics. This work has focused on algorithmically encoding film-editing idioms using knowledge-based planners [Jhala and
Young 2005; Karp and Feiner 1993], via declarative camera control
languages [Christianson et al. 1996] that can be modeled as finite
state machines [He et al. 1996], or as penalty terms of an optimization that can be solved using dynamic programming [Elson and
Riedl 2007; Galvane et al. 2014, 2015; Lino et al. 2011]. While our
work is inspired by these techniques, they rely on access to the
underlying sequence of geometry, events and actions (e.g., speaking, reacting, walking) taking place in the virtual environment and
therefore cannot directly operate on live-action video. In contrast,
our system automatically extracts such scene structure from the
input script and the raw takes of live-action video. In addition, the
earlier methods do not provide an interface for combining multiple
idioms; the idioms are either baked in and cannot be changed or
require users to create new idioms by programming them using
specialized camera planning languages [Christianson et al. 1996;
Ronfard et al. 2013; Wu and Christie 2016]. Our editing system
includes an interface for combining a pre-built set of basic idioms
to explore the space of editing styles.
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Idiom Name

Description

Avoid jump cuts

Avoid transitions between clips that show the same visible speakers to prevent jarring transitions.

Change zoom gradually

Avoid large changes in zoom level that can disorient viewers and instead change zoom levels slowly.

Emphasize character

Do not cut away from shots that focus on an important character unless another character has a long line. This
focuses the audience’s attention on the more important character.

Intensify emotion

Use close ups for particularly emotional lines to provide more detail in the performer’s face.

Mirror position
Peaks and valleys

Select clips for one performer that most closely mirror the screen position of the other performer to create a
back-and-forth dynamic for a two person conversation.
Zoom in for more emotional lines and zoom out for less emotional lines to allow the audience to see more detail
in the performer’ faces for emotional lines.

Performance fast/slow

Select shorter(longer) performances of a line to control the pacing of the scene.

Performance loud/quiet

Select louder(quieter) performances of a line to control volume of the scene.

Short lines

Avoid cutting to a new shot for only a short amount of time to prevent rapid, successive cuts that can be jarring.

Speaker visible
Start wide

Show the face of the speaking character on screen to help the audience keep track of which character is speaking
and understand the progression of the conversation.
Start with the widest shot possible to establish the scene (i.e., start with establishing shot) and show the
relationship between performers and the surroundings.

Zoom consistent

Maintain a consistent zoom level throughout the scene to create a sense of balance between the performers.

Zoom in/out

Specify a preference for zooming in(out) throughout a scene to reveal more(less) detail in performers’ faces and
create more(less) intimacy.

Labels Required
(S)
(V) Speakers visible
(S)
(V) Shot type: Zoom
(S)
(V) Speakers visible, Clip length
(S) Emotional sentiment
(V) Shot type: Zoom
(S)
(V) Screen position, Shot type: NumVis
(S) Emotional sentiment
(V) Shot type: Zoom
(S)
(V) Clip length
(S)
(V) Clip volume
(S) Speaker
(V) Speakers visible, Clip length
(S) Speaker
(V) Speakers visible
(S)
(V) Shot type: Zoom
(S)
(V) Shot type: Zoom
(S)
(V) Shot type: Zoom

Table 1. Basic film-editing idioms for dialogue-driven scenes as distilled from books on cinematography and filmmaking. Our computational video editing
system allows users to combine these basic idioms to explore a variety of different editing styles. The “Labels Required” column describes the high-level
structural information about the script (S) or the input video takes (V) required by our implementations of these idioms.

Instead of an idiom-based approach, Merabti et al. [2015] learn
film editing styles from existing films. They model the editing
process using a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) and hand-annotate
existing film scenes to serve as training data. But manual annotation
is tedious, and this approach still requires access to the underlying
scene actions when applying the learned style to new animated
scenes. Moreover, users cannot combine these multiple learned
styles to explore the editing design space. While we similarly model
the editing process with an HMM, our system directly encodes a set
of basic idioms and lets users combine them to produce a variety of
editing styles.
Fully-automated video editing. Fully automated techniques for
editing video footage have been developed for several domains.
Closest to our work are sytems for editing video of group meetings [Ranjan et al. 2008; Takemae et al. 2003], educational lectures
and presentations [Heck et al. 2007; Liu et al. 2001; Shin et al. 2015],
and parties or other social gatherings [Arev et al. 2014; Zsombori
et al. 2011]. These methods combine general-purpose film editing
idioms (e.g., speaker visible, avoid jump-cuts) with domain specific
guidelines to produce the edited result. For example, with classroom
lectures Liu et al. [2001] suggest that the camera should occasionally
show local audience members to make the video more interesting to
watch. Arev et al. [2014] explain that in social gatherings the joint
center of attention should be onscreen as much as possible. All of
the techniques are designed to produce a single edited sequence as
output. While our video editing system similarly includes generalpurpose idioms with idioms specific to dialogue-driven scenes, it
also provides an interface for controlling the strength with which
different idioms are applied.
Interactive video editing. While commericial video editing tools
are primarily frame-based, researchers have investigated the use

of higher-level editing tools. For example, Girgensohn et al. [2000]
analyze the raw footage to remove low quality (e.g., shaky, blurry,
or dark) segments. Users edit the video by rearranging the remaining high-quality clips. Chi et al. [2013] use video analysis techniques to segment demonstrations of physical procedures (e.g., craft
projects, cooking, etc.) into meaningful steps that users can arrange
into tutorial videos. Recently, a number of researchers have developed transcript-based tools for editing talking-head style interview
video [Berthouzoz et al. 2012], condensing and rearranging speech
for audio podcasts [Rubin et al. 2013; Shin et al. 2016], annotating
video with review feedback [Pavel et al. 2016], selecting b-roll clips
for narrated documentary style video [Truong et al. 2016] and generating structured summaries of informational lecture videos [Pavel
et al. 2014]. Our system similarly leverages time-aligned scripts
to facilitate editing of dialogue-driven scenes. But, unlike earlier
methods, it also uses the structure imposed by the script to apply
higher-level idioms of film editing.

3

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

It is common practice in filmmaking to start by writing a script
and then capture multiple takes of the scene ensuring that there is
enough coverage – variations in camera framings and performances
– within the takes to cover the entire script. Our computational video
editing system requires no modification to this standard workflow
and takes the script as well as the raw takes as input. Moreover, as
new video capture techniques, such as robotic cameras [Byers et al.
2003; Joubert et al. 2016; Kim et al. 2010] or multi-crop generation
from a single wide-angle camera [Gandhi and Ronfard 2015; Gandhi
et al. 2014], become available, our system can directly incorporate
these sources for the raw takes.
The challenge of film-editing is to choose the most appropriate
camera framing and performance from the available takes for each
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 36, No. 4, Article 130. Publication date: July 2017.
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Fig. 2. Our system automatically breaks an input script into lines of dialogue spoken by each character (left). This script contains 27 lines of dialogue. It then
time-aligns the script with each input take of the scene (15 takes in this case), and uses the alignment to divide each take into a sequence of clips, such that
each clip corresponds to a line of the script (right).

moment in the scene. While this is an extremely large space of
editing design choices, expert editors rely on the conventions of
cinematography to limit the size of this space to a manageable set
of choices. For example, one of the most common conventions is to
cut between lines of dialogue rather than within a line. Books on
cinematography and filmmaking [Arijon 1976; Bowen 2013; Katz
1991; Murch 2001] describe a number of film-editing idioms that can
further guide the editing process. We have distilled the idioms found
in these books into a basic set that can be combined to produce a
variety of editing styles for dialogue-driven scenes. Many of the
idioms are based on higher-level structural information about the
scene. Table 1 presents the set of basic idioms included in our editing
tool along with the structural information that they use.
Given a script and multiple takes of a scene as input, our computational video editing system selects the most appropriate clip from
one of the takes for each line of dialogue in the script based on a
set of user-specified idioms. Our system operates in two stages. In
the pre-processing stage, it applies an automatic segmentation and
labeling pipeline (Section 4) to extract structural information from
the input script and takes. Then, in the editing stage (Section 5), it
uses the structural information to apply the user-specified idioms.
The interface to our system (Section 6) lets users test different combinations of the idioms and thereby explore the space of film-editing
styles.

4

PRE-PROCESS: SEGMENTATION AND LABELING

We pre-process the input script and takes in two steps. In the
segmentation step we break the script into lines and time-align
each such line with a corresponding clip from each input take. In
the labeling step we automatically extract additional structure and
high-level attributes for the script (e.g., emotional sentiment of each
line) and clips (e.g., the location of faces in each video clip).

4.1

Segmentation

Scripts are often formatted according to AMPAS screenplay formatting standard [Rider 2016] so that the name of the character appears
centered in all capitals above the dialogue spoken by that character
(Figure 2). We start by parsing the input script, assuming it is in
the AMPAS format, to produce an ordered sequence of lines, where
each line is labeled with the name of the character who speaks it.
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 36, No. 4, Article 130. Publication date: July 2017.

Next, we time-align the text dialogue in the script with the speech
dialogue in each input video take using the phoneme-mapping
algorithm of Rubin et al. [2013]. The aligner produces a word-level
mapping between the text and each take. We use this mapping
to segment each take into a sequence of clips, where each clip
corresponds to a line of dialogue from the script. In practice we
have found that performers often deviate from the exact wording of
a line in the script, adding or removing a word or phrase. Although
these deviations can cause misalignments between the script and
a take, as long as the misalignments are contained within a line of
dialogue, our approach properly segments each take into a sequence
of clips corresponding to each line.
If performers deviate significantly from the script, misalignments
may cross multiple lines of dialogue. In such cases we first use either
an automatic text-to-speech tool [IBM 2016; Ochshorn and Hawkins
2016] or crowdsourcing transcription services, like rev.com, to
obtain a high-quality transcript of the input take. We then timealign the accurate transcript to the take again using Rubin et al.’s
phoneme-mapping algorithm. Finally we apply Levenshtein’s edit
distance, using words as tokens, to align the accurate take-specific
transcript to the input script, and propagate this alignment to the
clips to obtain the correct clip to line correspondence.
The result of this segmentation is that the input script S is divided
into a sequence of lines l 0 , ..., l L . Similarly each input video take tk
in the set of input takes T = {t 0 , ..., t N } is divided into a sequence
of clips c 0k , ..., c Lk such that each clip c ik corresponds to the line li .

4.2

Labeling

Our labeler analyzes the lines of text from the script as well as the
video clips associated with each line to generate additional structural
information about the scene. Each script or video label provides one
or more functions of the form f (li ) or f (c ik ) that emits the label
values associated with line li or clip c ik respectively.

Script Labels
We obtain the following labels for each line li in the script:
Speaker. As noted in Section 4.1, our segmentation algorithm
labels each line with the name of the speaking character. Provides
label function spkr (li ).
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Video Labels
We apply the face detection and tracking algorithm of OpenFace [Baltrušaitis et al. 2016]
to each input video take to obtain 68 facial
landmark points (lying on the eyes, eyebrow
mouth, nose, and face contour) for each face
detected in each video frame. We also compute the axis-aligned bounding box of the
landmarks points as the face bounding box for each frame (see inset). We use this information to compute the following labels for
each video clip.

Clip 3

Clip 6

Clip 7

Take 2

Clip 2

L0 (Stacy) L1 (Ryan) L2 (Stacy) L3 (Ryan) L4 (Stacy) L5 (Ryan) L6 (Stacy)

L7 (Ryan) L8 (Stacy) L9 (Ryan)

Take 5

Emotional sentiment. We apply the NLTK [Bird 2006] sentiment
analysis algorithm to each line of dialogue to obtain positive and
negative valence probabilities (these sum to 1.0) as well as an
independent probability that the line is emotionally neutral. We
treat (1 − neutral) as a measure of the intensity of the emotion in
the line (e.g., arousal), since we expect intensely emotional lines
to have low neutrality and vice versa. Provides label functions
emPos (li ), emN eд(li ) and emInt (li ).

Fig. 3. To compute the speakers visible label for each video clip, we first
compute the median change in mouth area across all frame within the clip.
The graph shows this clip mouth motion for the clips from take 2 (green
line) and take 5 (blue line), corresponding to the first 10 lines of dialogue of
this scene. For clips in take 2 the mouth motion is much higher when Stacy
is speaking according to the script, than when Ryan is speaking, and vice
versa for take 5.

scene with two characters Stacy and Ryan, and two takes – close
ups of each character (Figure 3). For each frame i of these two takes
we compute the area contained by the mouth landmark points mi .
The frame-to-frame change in mouth area |mi − mi−1 | is a measure of the mouth motion between frames. We compute the clip
mouth motion as the median mouth motion across all the frames
in the clip. We assume that within any take of Stacy (e.g., take
2), the clips corresponding to Stacy’s lines of dialogue will have
larger mouth motions compared to the clips for which Ryan is the
speaker. A similar argument applies takes of Ryan (e.g., take 5). So
for each take we group together all of the clips corresponding to
each speaking character based on the speaker script label. In this
case, we group together clips for lines 0, 2, 4, 6 and 8 because they
are Stacy’s lines and we group the remaining clips because they
are Ryan’s lines. The speaking character associated with the group
with the highest average clip mouth motion is likely to be visible,
as large mouth motions imply that the mouth is visibly changing
in area a lot. In our example, we see that for take 2 the average
clip mouth motion for Stacy’s lines is higher than for Ryan’s lines,
and the opposite holds for take 5. Therefore, we label Stacy as
the speaker visible in every clip of take 2 and Ryan as the speaker
visible in every clip of take 5. For takes containing multiple faces
we apply the same algorithm separately considering groups for
each tracked face within the take. In such cases multiple characters
may be listed as visible. Provides label function svis (c ik ).

Screen position. For each frame within a clip we compute the
center of each face bounding box. We then average this position
across all of the frames in the clip to obtain a clip-level label representing the screen position of each performer’s face. Provides
label functions pos x (c ik ) and posy (c ik ).
Filmmakers typically classify the shot type of a clip based on the
number of performers in the frame (1-shot, 2-shot, etc.) and the
relative size (or zoom level) of the closest performer in the frame
(wide, medium, close up, etc.). Thus, we label each clip with:
Shot type: NumVis. We compute the number of performers
in each clip as the median number of faces detected per frame
across the set frames contained in the clip. Provides label function
num(c ik ).
Shot type: Zoom. We identify the face with the largest median
bounding box height across the clip. We then compute the zoom
factor for the clip as the ratio of the median height of this face
to the height of the frame. Finally, we classify the clip into one
of seven of Bowen’s [2013] zoom-level categories – (1) extreme
wide shot (EWS), (2) wide shot (WS), (3) medium wide shot (MWS),
(4) medium shot (MS), (5) medium close up (MCU), (6) close up
(CU), (7) extreme close up (ECU) – using SciKitLearn’s K-nearest
neighbor classifier [Pedregosa et al. 2011] on the zoom factor. To
build this classifier we ran our face detector on 74 short scenes
we recorded, and randomly sampled 10 frames from each film
that included at least one detected face. We hand-labeled the face
bounding box and the zoom-level, and used this as training data
for our classifier. The labels are ordered from widest (e.g., smallest
face relative to frame) to closest so that we can use the zoomlevel number in our implementations of the film-editing idioms.
Provides label function zoom(c ik ).

5

Speakers visible. We identify the speakers that are visible in each
take by grouping clips according to the character listed as the
speaker of the corresponding line of dialogue and comparing average mouth motions of the faces between these groups. Consider a

To generate an edited sequence, we must select a single clip from
the available takes for each corresponding line of dialogue in our
script. For a scene with L lines and N recorded takes, this leaves us
a space of N L alternative sequences to choose from. Our task is to

Clip volume. We compute the average root mean square (RMS)
energy of the audio signal to determine the volume of the spoken
performance for each clip. Provides label function avдvol (c ik ).
Clip length. We treat the total duration of the clip as a label.
Provides label function len(c ik ).

EDITING
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Fig. 4. We use an HMM to model the editing process. Each hidden state
x i represents the selection of a clip c ik from take t k to be used for the
corresponding line l i . Each observation yi contains any script- or clip-level
labels that apply to line l i .

Another concern is that the size and number of b, A, and E matrices depend on specific properties of our input (e.g., the number of
input takes and lines in our script). To separate the design of idioms
from these scene-specific properties, we define b, A, and E implicitly
j
through the functions B(c 0k ), A (c ik , c i+1 ), and E (c ik ). We assume
k
that any function of clip c i has access to all labels associated with
c ik and li . By taking these scene-specific properties as parameters,
our functions provide a recipe for constructing HMMs that can be
applied to any scene. That is, we define b, A, and E as
bk ∝ B(c 0k ), s.t .
j

find the sequence that best matches a set of user-specified idioms,
or editing style. We build on the established machinery of Hidden
Markov Models (HMMs) [Rabiner 1989], which offer a natural and
efficient way to optimize over time-sequence data.
A standard HMM relates the time series of hidden states x =
x 0 , ..., x L to corresponding observations y = y0 , ..., y L , through
a probability distribution P (x|y) with the pattern of conditional
dependencies shown in Figure 4. Each x i can take a value from
the state space T = {t 0 , ..., t N } for hidden variables, and each yi
can take a value from the space U = {u 0 , ..., u M } of observations.
The HMM then describes P (x|y) through a N × 1 vector of start
probabilities b, a M × M transition matrix A, and a N × M emission
matrix E, where
X
bk = P (x 0 = tk ), s.t .
bk = 1
(1)
k

A j,k = P (x i+1 = tk |x i = t j ), s.t .

X

A j,k = 1

(2)

E j,k = 1

(3)

k

E j,k = P (yi = uk |x i = t j ), s.t .

X
j

Given a sequence of observations y, the Viterbi algorithm [1967]
offers an efficient way to calculate the maximum-likelihood sequence of unknown hidden states x̂ = arg maxx P (x|y).
In our setting, each hidden state x i represents the selection of a
clip c ik from take tk to be used for the corresponding line li . Each
observation yi then contains any script- or clip-level labels that
apply to line li (e.g., emotional sentiment, speaker visibility). In this
case, b controls the probability of starting a scene with a particular
clip, A controls the probability of cutting from one clip to another,
and E controls the probability of using a particular clip to convey a
particular line of dialogue. Unlike classic HMMs, we allow A and E
to vary across time, noting that the Viterbi algorithm still produces
the correct maximum-likelihood sequence x̂ [Forney 1973].
One concern with this formulation is that the size of the emission
matrix E depends on M, the number of unique possible observations.
With a large space of potential labelings (possible values of yi ),
E becomes impractically large. We address this by noting that,
in practice, calculating the maximum-likelihood sequence x̂ only
requires the columns of E that correspond to labelings we actually
encounter. Therefore, we only construct those columns of E that
correspond to these observations.
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X

bk = 1

(4)

A j,k = 1

(5)

E j,k = 1

(6)

k

A j,k ∝ A(c ik , c i+1 ), s.t .

X

E j,k ∝ E (c ik ), s.t .

X

k
k

Note that in Equation 6, we apply the summation constraint to
columns of E, rather than rows of E, as we did in Equation 3. Applying the constraint in this way lets us avoid enumerating the entire
observation space of possible labelings. This constraint effectively
assumes a uniform prior over the space of all possible labelings.
While this approach introduces a constant of proportionality to
the probabilities P (x|y) calculated by Viterbi, the constant does not
affect the selection of the maximum-likelihood sequence x̂.

5.1

Encoding Basic Film-Editing Idioms

To encode a film-editing idiom into an HMM we must design the
functions B, A, and E to yield distributions P (x|y) that favor edit
sequences satisfying the idiom. Here we present example encodings
for a few basic idioms from Table 1. Encodings for the rest of the
idioms in Table 1 can be found in Appendix A.
Start wide. To encourage the use of a wide, establishing shot for
the first clip in the scene, we set the start probabilities to favor
clips that have smaller zoom-level values (i.e., wide shots rather
than close ups). We set the start probabilities as
B(c 0k ) =

1
zoom(c 0k )

,

j

A (c ik , c i+1 ) = 1,

E (c ik ) = 1

We set probabilities for every zoom level so that if the scene does
not contain a particular zoom level (e.g., extreme wide shots) the
idiom will encourage the use of the next widest shot.
Avoid jump cuts. To avoid jarring cuts between clips of the same
visible speakers, we set the transition probabilities as
B(c 0k ) = 1,
j
A (c ik , c i+1 )



1



=
1



ϵ


E (c ik ) = 1
if k = j
j
if svis (c ik ) , svis (c i+1 )
otherwise

We favor two kinds of transitions, (1) those between clips that
remain on the same take k = j and (2) those that switch to a take in
j
which the set of speakers visible is different svis (c ik ) , svis (c i+1 ).
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Speaker visible. We encourage the use of clips the show the face
of the speaking character. We set the emission probabilities as
B(c 0k ) = 1,

j

A(c ik , c i+1 ) = 1


 1, if spkr (li ) ∈ svis (c ik )
E (c ik ) = 
ϵ otherwise

so that we favor clips in which the speaker of the line is in the set
of speakers visible in the clip.
Intensify emotion. We encourage the use of close ups whenever
the emotional intensity of a line is high by setting the emission
probabilities as
B(c 0k ) = 1,

j

A(c ik , c i+1 ) = 1



1 if emInt (c ik ) > ϕ and zoom(c ik ) ≥ 6 (CU)




=  1 if emInt (c ik ) ≤ ϕ and zoom(c ik ) < 6 (CU)


 ϵ otherwise

where ϕ is a user-specified parameter for controlling the emotional
intensity threshold at which close ups (CU) or extreme closeups
(ECU) are preferred.
E (c ik )

5.2

Composing Idioms

Filmmakers typically combine several different idioms when editing
a scene. To let users explore this space computationally, we need a
way to combine different idioms and a way to specify the relative
importance of different idioms within a combination.
To combine multiple idioms we simply take an element-wise
product of their corresponding HMM parameters b, A, and E, and
renormalize according to Eq 4-6. The resulting distribution P (x|y) assigns each edit sequence x a probability proportional to the product
of that sequence’s probabilities in the original idioms. Composing
two idioms in this manner simply produces a new HMM representation for the combined idiom, which can itself be further composed
with other HMM-based idioms. We let users control the relative importance of different idioms by specifying a weight w for each one.
We apply each weight as an exponent to its corresponding idiom
before normalization (letting w = 1 by default), letting the relative
weights of different idioms control their relative influence on the
resulting combination. Negative weights can be used to encourage
edits that violate an idiom.

5.3

Tempo Control

Editors can also control the style and tone of a scene by changing
the amount of time left between cuts. Most performers leave some
silence between the end of one line and the beginning of the line
that follows (otherwise, performers are talking over one another).
When we cut between two clips, we can choose how much of this
silence to take from the beginning and end of each clip, providing
some additional control over speed and tempo in our final edit. We
set this spacing between the lines using two tempo parameters, α
and β. We treat α as the fraction of available silence to be used
before each line, and β as the fraction of silence to be used after
each line. When consecutive clips are selected from the same take,
our system forces α + β = 1 to avoid skipping or repeating frames.
For all other cuts, we use global pair of α and β parameters set by the

user. If users set (α + β ) < 1 then the spacing between lines shorten,
giving a sense of increased tempo and urgency. Alternatively, if
users set (α + β ) > 1 then the spacing between lines lengthens,
giving the scene a slower feel. When (α + β ) = 1, the tempo on
average matches that of the input takes. By default we set α = 0.9
and β = 0.1, based on a survey of such between-line spacing in
dialogue-driven scenes [Salt 2011].

6

INTERFACE

Figure 5 shows the main components of our editing interface. The
Idiom Builder (C) is the primary tool for exploring the space of
possible edits. The basic set of idioms are built into the interface
(Table 1) and appear in the “Basic Idioms List”. The color (pink,
green, blue) of these basic idioms depends on whether the idiom
specifies a start function B, a transition function A, or emission
function E, respectively.
Users build a custom idiom combination by dragging one or
more of these basic idioms into the “Idiom Building Area.” The
interface automatically combines any basic idioms of the same type
by computing an element-wise product of the corresponding HMM
parameters b, A, and E, and renormalizing them (Section 5.2). The
user can also specify the weight of each idiom in the combination
using the weight textbox to the right of each idiom. A few of our
basic idioms take user-specified parameters. For example, the short
lines idiom takes a length threshold parameter to determine the
maximum length of a “short line” (Appendix A). Users can click on
any basic idiom to modify such parameters in a pop-up window.
The “Idiom Properties” area lets users set a name and description
for the idiom they have built. Users can also adjust the the tempo
parameters α and β (Section 5.3) to set the timing between lines of
dialogue in the edited sequence.
After building an idiom, users click “Generate” to apply the resulting HMM and produce the edited sequence of clips that maximizes
the probability for the specified combination. The generated sequence populates the Edit View. Users can then further modify
the idiom or completely rebuild it to further explore the space of
edits. The edit resulting from each new combination of idioms is
automatically saved along with the idiom itself so that users can
toggle between the different edits using the “Saved Idioms” dropdown menu. In addition, users can directly choose to swap out any
of the clips in a resulting edit with another clip of the same line
by selecting it from the Clip View. Users can also click on a clip
once it is in the Edit View to fix it in place, turning its black border
gray. With such fixed clips in place, users can click the “Generate”
button to re-apply the HMM to generate the maximum-likelihood
edit sequence that passes through the fixed clips. Finally, users can
click the “Render” button to export an MP4 video of the edit or
click “Export EDL” to save the edit as an edit decision list (EDL)
file that can be loaded into traditional video editing software like
Adobe Premiere, Avid Media Composer, or Final Cut Pro for further
refinement.
Our interface also provides tools for viewing and manually correcting labels, both on the script and on the video clips. For example,
the clip labeling interface (inset next page) includes a “Timeline”
that displays all of the clips within the take as alternating yellow
and green blocks. A grey block indicates a region of silence. Users
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 36, No. 4, Article 130. Publication date: July 2017.
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A

D

B

E

C

Basic Idioms List

Idiom Properties

Idiom Building Area

Fig. 5. Our film editing interface. The Script View (A) displays the character name and dialogue text for each line of the script. In the Clip View (B) each
column shows an input take, split into clips, with each clip thumbnail horizontally aligned with the corresponding line of dialogue. Each take is assigned a
unique color, and the colored bar under each clip thumbnail denotes the take it belongs to. Clicking on a clip plays it. The Idiom Builder (C) lets users combine
and apply one or more basic idioms to explore the space of editing styles. The resulting edit appears in the Edit View (D), and each clip in the edit sequence is
aligned with the corresponding lines of the script, just as in the Clip View. The “Player” View (E) lets users see the edited video and shows the color-coded
take sequence in the timeline bar below.

Player

can click on a block to play the corresponding clip and to bring
up the “Clip Label” textbox showing all existing clip labels. Users
can manually correct any
errors in the labels and
even add new labels to
the clip. While we do
not make use of this
functionality for the results presented in this paper, we have found these
tools to be useful for prototyping new labels and
idioms.
Timeline

Clip Label Box

7

RESULTS

We have used our computational video editing system to explore the
edit design space for 8 dialogue-driven scenes, as listed in Table 2.
Figures 1 and 6–9 show some of the different editing styles we can
produce by combining our basic film-editing idioms. Supplemental
materials provide a more comprehensive set of examples with both
thumbnail strips and videos for each edit sequence. Our results are
best experienced as videos, and we encourage readers to watch the
videos provided in the supplemental materials.
We used the standard filmmaking workflow to obtain the input
scenes. For some, we wrote the dialogue ourselves (Fired, Fluffles,
Friend, Goldfish, Krispies), while others use dialogue from existing
films (Baby Steps, Princess Bride, Social Network). We then used
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 36, No. 4, Article 130. Publication date: July 2017.

Scene
Baby Steps
Fired
Fluffles
Friend
Goldfish
Krispies
Princess Bride
Social Network

Takes
8
9
15
8
8
15
15
13

Inputs
Lines
6
11
27
13
19
8
13
9

Dur
9.1m
16.8m
18.3m
14.4m
9.6m
14.7m
13.3m
7.6m

Pre-Processing
Align Face Lbls
2m 153m 11.4s
5m 160m 15.0s
4m 205m 22.3s
3m 198m 14.7s
3m 107m 14.2s
2m 169m 19.9s
4m 213m 25.3s
2m 147m 14.8s

Editing
HMM Hand
2s 105m
2s 105m
3s 180m
2s 135m
2s 105m
2s
90m
2s 135m
2s
90m

Table 2. For each scene we report Inputs: number of raw takes (Takes),
number of lines in script (Lines), and total duration of takes (Dur); PreProcessing: time to align script to each take (Align), time to detect faces
in each take (Face), and time to compute labels given face detections (Lbls);
Editing: time required to apply an HMM and generate an edit (HMM) and
time required by a skilled editor to generate an edit manually (Hand).

a single camera setup and recorded enough takes to ensure good
coverage of a variety of common camera framings. We worked with
amateur performers and usually captured several performances
with each framing. We recorded the raw footage at 1080p resolution at 23.976 frames per second, and our system maintains this
high-resolution throughout its pre-processing and editing stages.
The supplemental videos were downsized as a post-process to reduce their file size. All of the results shown in this paper and in
supplemental materials were generated using our fully automated
segmentation and labeling pipeline without manual correction in
our labeling interface. Although our editing interface allows users
to manually select a clip for each line of dialogue, we did not use

Style B

Style A
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3. MAN IN BLACK
Perhaps an arrangement
can be reached? 0.60

4. VIZZINI
There will be no
arrangement, and you're
killing her. 0.60

5. MAN IN BLACK
Well if there can be no
arrangement, then we
are at an impasse. 0.65

6. VIZZINI
I’m afraid so. I can't
compete with you
physically, and you're no
match for my brains. 0.83

7. MAN IN BLACK
You're that smart? 0.87

8. VIZZINI
Let me put it this way: have
you ever heard of Plato,
Aristotle, Socrates? 0.65

9. MAN IN BLACK
Yes. 0.51

Style B

Style A

Fig. 6. Princess Bride. Editing style A combines three idioms: start wide, speaker visible and avoid jump cuts, while editing style B adds a fourth idiom,
peaks and valleys, which uses close ups for the peak emotional lines 6 and 7 (emotional sentiment strength shown in blue), but zooms out to medium and
wide shots for less emotional lines.

1. CRAIG
Not today. Remember?

2. LINDA
Oh, yeah.

3. CRAIG
She called yesterday.

4. LINDA
Where was she going
to dinner tonight?

5. CRAIG
The Red Chili Hut.

6. LINDA
What is that?

7. CRAIG
We ate there.

Fig. 7. Goldfish. Editing style A combines the idioms: start wide and speaker visible with short lines. In this case, lines 2, 3 and 6 are short, and the edit
stays consistent on these lines with either of the longer adjacent lines on either side of them. In lines 2 and 3 the edit remains on the close up of Linda from
line 4. For line 6 it stays on the medium shot of Craig from line 5. Editing style B replaces the short lines idiom with emphasize character, and we specify
Craig as the character to emphasize on all short lines.

this functionality for the edited results we present and instead relied
solely on combining idioms to produce them.
In developing the various editing styles shown in Figures 1 and 6–
9, we first applied a standard editing style; we began the scene with
a wide, establishing shot to reveal all the characters and ensured
that the speaker of each line was visible (Fluffles Figure 1, style
A and Princess Bride Figure 6, style A). We then iterated on the
design of the resulting edit, adding or removing idioms or modifying
idiom parameters and weightings, to see how the changes would
affect the visual style and tone of the scene. For example, with
Fluffles (Figure 1), editing style B uses close ups to intensify strongly
emotional lines of dialogue, as when Stacy talks in line 4 about the
kid being the “spawn of Satan” and Ryan responds in line 5. In
editing style C we instead chose to emphasize Stacy and focus on
her as the more important character in the scene. For Princess Bride
(Figure 6), editing style B uses close ups for the peak emotional
lines, 6 and 7, to give a sense of intimacy with the performers at
emotional moments and uses wider shots for less emotional lines to
contrast with the emotional peaks.
Since Goldfish (Figure 7) has many short lines, ensuring that the
speaker is visible produces many quick cuts. Editing styles A and B
use different strategies to avoid such rapid cutting by either avoiding
cutting to a new take for short lines (style A) or by emphasizing
a particular character (style B). In Fired (Figure 8) the performers
varied the pace of their delivery in each take, with many long pauses
within and between lines. Editing styles A and B explore how
selecting either the longest or shortest performance of lines, along

with setting the tempo controls to increase or decrease the spacing
between lines, affects the pacing and overall feel of the scene. The
Krispies (Figure 9) edits explore how the weight of an idiom can be
used to control its strength relative to other idioms in combination.
As the weight on the performance fast idiom is increased, it locally
takes precedence over the other idioms more and more often, and
the length of the edited result becomes shorter and shorter.

7.1

Evaluation

We evaluated our system on a 3.1GHz MacBook Pro Laptop with
16GB of memory and as Table 2 shows, the slowest stage of our
system is pre-processing. The pre-processing time is dominated by
face detection and tracking, which can take several hours depending
on the number of takes. While we report the total time for running
each pre-processing step serially on each take, we could alternatively
run them in parallel on all the takes at once to significantly speed up
the pre-processing time. We also expect that using lower-resolution
video subsampled in time would reduce this pre-processing time
further without appreciably decreasing the accuracy of our labels,
but we leave such optimization to future work. We note, however,
that the pre-process is fully automatic and does not require any
work from the user. In contrast to the pre-processing pipeline, the
time required by our system to generate an edit based on a userspecified combination of idioms is 2-3 seconds. Thus, once our fully
automated pre-processing is complete, users can efficiently explore
different combinations of idioms.
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0. ALICE
Why did Mr. Tate have to
fire us?

1. BOB
You set a customer's hair
on fire.

2. ALICE
Sure, but I mean, it was
an accident.

3. BOB
Then you tried to put it
out with a three hundred
dollar bottle of wine.

4. ALICE
What was I supposed
to do?

5. BOB
You corked a bottle of
wine while her hair was
burning, and poured it on
that poor woman’s head.

5. ALICE
What would you have
done?

Fig. 8. Fired. Editing styles A and B both apply the start wide, speaker visible, and performance fast, or performance slow idioms respectively to control
the pacing of the scene. In style A the edit selects the shortest performance of each line subject to the other idioms to generate a faster overall sequence, while
in style B the edit selects the longest performance of each line relative to the other idioms to give the scene a slower feel. Note that in this example focusing
on timing is best viewed in supplemental materials.

Style B

Duration in Seconds

Style A

52

0. ADA
You know Snap, Crackle,
and Pop?

1. BETTY
The mascots for Rice
Krispies?

2. ADA
3. BETTY
Yea. Do you think
I always figured they were
they're brothers, or
just workplace
just really good friends? acquaintances.

4. ADA
So just co-workers?

50
48
46
44 44
42
40
0

10
20
30
40
Weight of Performance Fast Idiom

50

Fig. 9. Krispies. Editing styles A and B both combine the start wide, speaker visible, and avoid jump cuts idioms with the performance fast idiom, which
tries to select the fastest delivery of each line to control the pacing of the scene. In style A we set the weight of performance fast to 0, and, therefore, it
effectively ignores the idiom. We generate an edit that is 53 seconds long. In style B we set the weight to 50 so that the idiom is enforced even when it locally
conflicts with another idiom. For example, line 0 is no longer a wide, establishing shot in style B, despite the start wide idiom having been applied. The
resulting edit is 41 seconds long. The graph (right) shows how the length of the edit becomes shorter as we increase the weight of the performance fast
idiom from 0 to 50, and the idiom locally takes precedence over the other idioms more and more often.

Manually checking the pre-processed results, we found that our
phoneme-based script-to-take alignment would sometimes drop a
syllable at the start or ends of lines and occasionally include extra
words from an adjacent line. Although our tempo controls are
designed to insert space between lines and can thereby correct most
such errors in the edited result, it is possible to hear missing syllables
and repeated words in a few cases. We also manually checked the
labels generated based on our face detection and tracking (e.g., shottype: zoom, speaker visible, etc.) and found that while our face
detector could be inaccurate on a subset of frames within a clip,
when we aggregated the face-based labels across an entire clip, the
labels were correct for all 8 of our scenes.

7.2

Comparison to Professional Hand-Edited Results

We asked a professional film editor with 25 years of experience to
manually edit each of our scenes (see Supplemental Materials). We
asked him to ensure that the final edited results contained every
line in the script and to make sure that the audio and video were
cut together at the same point in time. We also asked him not to
add in fades or any other special effects. He was free to design
any editing style he thought best fit the scene and could use any
editing software. He chose Avid Media Composer, a commercial
frame-based video editing tool.
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As shown in Table 2, in total it took him 90-180 minutes to produce
each edited result. He reported that logging the raw takes to mark
boundaries between lines of dialogue took 15-30% of his time, while
the remainder was spent choosing an appropriate sequence of clips.
Although he only produced a single edit for each scene, he estimated
that re-editing a scene in a new style would require 60-90 minutes
depending on the complexity of the scene and the desired style. In
contrast, after our automatic pre-processing stage, our interface can
apply a set of idioms to generate an edited result in 2-3 seconds.
This is a substantial savings of human time and effort that can be
spent iteratively designing and testing significantly more stylistic
variations.
Overall, while his edited results appear more polished than those
generated by our system, many of the editing decisions are similar.
For example, he mostly cut between the lines of dialogue and used a
variety of shot types just as in most of the edits we designed with our
system. He also consistently started with a wide establishing shot.
He also told us that he strategically used close ups for emotional
dialogue, though the lines he considered most emotional sometimes
did not match those chosen by our system.
We also showed him our interface as well as a number of edited
results generated by our system. He was surprised by how efficiently
our system could produce useful rough-cuts for a wide variety of
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Avoid jump cuts
Change zoom gradually
Emphasize character (A)
Emphasize character (B)
Intensify emotion
Mirror position
Peaks and valleys
Performance fast
Performance slow
Performance loud
Performance quiet
Short lines
Speaker visible
Start wide
Zoom consistent
Zoom in
Zoom out
L0

Fluffles

L26 L0

Goldfish

L18 L0

Krispies

L7 L0

Princess Bride

L12 L0

L8

Social Network

Fig. 10. These matrices show the relative probabilities of each clip according to each of our idioms for five of the professional, hand-edited videos. The
probability of each clip (column) is evaluated relative to an optimal alternative, according to each idiom (row). The redness of each cell indicates how strongly
an idiom has been violated. We see that start wide and avoid jump cuts are followed by every clip in all scenes. Fluffles and Krispies are the only scenes
where speaker visible is violated - but every clip that violates this idiom satisfies an emphasize character idiom, suggesting that a combination of idioms
was effectively used.

different editing styles. He told us he would never be able to produce
and explore that much stylistic variation without such a system.
While he thought that our results were excellent as a starting point
and acceptable as is for online video sharing, he also suggested that
they would need some refinements before he would treat them as
ready for broadcast. Specifically, he would add L cuts and J cuts,
i.e., where the video transition between clips leads or lags behind
the audio transition [Bowen 2013]. Similarly, he would clean up
alignment errors, such as missing or repeated syllables and words,
and locally adjust the spacing between each adjacent pair of clips
rather than globally as with our tempo controls. When we told him
that he could export the edit produced by our system as an Edit
Decision List (EDL) and load it into Avid for such refinement, he
saw how it could fit into his existing workflow and significantly
speed up his editing process.
To better understand how a human editor makes decisions, we
evaluate the probability of clip selections in the professional handedited sequences with respect to each of our idioms. The probability
of each clip is determined by the emission matrix corresponding
to its respective line and the transition matrices that correspond to
neighboring lines. Figure 10 visualizes the relative probabilities of
each clip in five of our scenes, according to each of our individual
idioms. Each row in the figure corresponds to an individual idiom,
and each column corresponds to a different clip from a different
scene. Probabilities (shown in yellow for high probability, red for
low probability) are relative to the most probable alternative clip
choice, ensuring that all clips considered optimal by an idiom will
appear yellow in the idiom’s corresponding row. For example, in
the hand-edit of Fluffles, the professional editor fully followed the
avoid jump cuts, mirror position, and start wide idioms (row is
entirely yellow). For all of the lines where he breaks the speaker
visible idiom, he follows emphasize character (B – Stacy), suggesting that his edit effectively combines these two idioms with
some weight.

8

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

While our approach for editing dialogue-driven scenes enables creative exploration of the edit design space, it does have a few limitations that offer directions for future work.

Additional video genres. Our system utilizes a line-based segmentation structure of dialogue-driven scenes to support idiom-based
editing. The idioms we describe capture cinematographic conventions specific to editing this type of video. Extending our approach
to other types of video (e.g., action scenes, step-by-step instructional
video, etc.) would require access to an underlying segment structure
(e.g., meaningful actions, each step of the instruction) and a set of
idioms for editing this genre of videos.
Discretization of possible cuts. We treat lines of dialogue as the
fundamental unit of time at which all editing decisions are made.
While our approach produces effective edits in many cases, this
limitation makes it impossible to cutaway from the speaker in the
middle of a line to show a reaction from another character. Although
it may be possible to work with units that are shorter than a complete
line (e.g., a phrase, a short fixed time interval, a frame), working at
a finer scale could significantly increase the size of the space over
which we would have to compute the edit. Defining the appropriate
unit is an open challenge.
Continuity. Our system does not explicitly check for continuity
errors between adjacent clips. For example, hand gestures or the
positions of props can differ between takes and cutting between
clips containing such differences can be jarring. In professional
filmmaking, skilled performers learn to minimize such gestural
differences “hitting their marks” in every take. Alternatively, skilled
editors learn to carefully position their cuts to hide such continuity
errors. One way to correct continuity errors in our results is to
export the EDL into a frame-based editing tool and refine the cut
points manually. Automatically tracking differences between takes
to identify potential continuity errors is an open problem.
Performance-based labels and idioms. Performances can vary from
take to take as performers experiment with different voicings, facial
expressions, and acting. However, our system does not currently
label many such performance variations, and, therefore, our idioms cannot choose between performances based on these features.
However, researchers have developed techniques for tracking pitch,
timbre and other vocal variations [Rubin et al. 2015] as well as for
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identifying facial expressions [Baltrušaitis et al. 2016]. We are exploring how to incorporate such labels as well as designing idioms
that make use of them.
Capture-time editing and feedback. One direction for future work
is to use our system to aid filmmakers during the capture process.
For example, to run our system in the field so that as the raw takes
are captured they are immediately pre-processed, and filmmakers
can then generate complete edits within a few hours of collecting the
footage. While the bottleneck in our approach is the pre-processing
step, we believe it is possible to significantly speed it up. Giving
filmmakers the option of editing their footage as they capture it in
the field might allow them decide whether shooting another take is
necessary.

9

CONCLUSION

Editing dialogue-driven scenes of live-action video is a laborious
process with frame-based video editing tools. Even for skilled editors, the effort required to choose clips and arrange them into a
sequence that conveys the story makes it difficult to explore the
space of editing styles. Our computational video editing system
significantly speeds up the editing process by letting editors specify
the set of film-editing idioms they would like to enforce and then
automatically generating the corresponding edit in a few seconds.
This lets editors iteratively adjust the edit by trying different combinations of idioms and testing different parameters to quickly see
how their scene would appear using a variety of editing styles. As
video becomes an increasingly dominant form of storytelling, we
believe that such automated editing systems will be essential for
increasing production quality.
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A

APPENDIX: IDIOM IMPLEMENTATIONS

We detail the implementation of the basic film-editing idioms in
Table 1 that were not presented in Section 5.1.
Change zoom gradually. To avoid large changes in zoom level
we favor transitions in which the difference between zoom levels
is at most equal to 1. We set the transition probabilities as
B(c 0k ) = 1,

E (c ik ) = 1

j


if dzm (c ik , c i+1 ) ≤ 1
 1,
j
A (c ik , c i+1 ) = 
1

 d (c k ,c j ) otherwise
 zm i i +1
j
j
dzm (c ik , c i+1 ) = |zoom(c ik ) − zoom(c i+1 )|

If the difference in zoom is greater than 1, we lower the transition
probability based on the inverse of the difference to encourage
zoom transitions that are as small as possible.
Emphasize character. To avoid cutting away from an important
character during short lines from the other characters, we favor
two kinds of transitions; (1) transitions in which the length of both
clips is long, and (2) transitions in which one of the clips is short
and the important character is in the set of visible speakers for
the other clip and both clips are from the same take. Note that the
second case is described using two symmetric conditions in the
following equations.
B(c 0k ) = 1,

1





1
j
A(c ik , c i+1 ) = 


1




ϵ


E (c ik ) = 1
j

if len(c ik ) > ϕ and len(c i+1 ) > ϕ
j
if ρ ∈ svis (c ik ) and len(c i+1 ) ≤ ϕ and k = j
j
if ρ ∈ svis (c i+1 ) and len(c ik ) ≤ ϕ and k = j
otherwise

where ρ is a parameter specifying the the name of the character
to emphasize and ϕ is a parameter for setting the time threshold
for short lines (1.25 seconds by default).
Mirror position. We encourage transitions between 1-shots of
performers that mirror one another’s horizontal positions on screen.
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We set the transition probabilities as
B(c 0k ) = 1,
j
A(c ik , c i+1 )

1


j


dmir (c ik ,c i +1 )

=

ϵ


E (c ik ) = 1
j

if num(c ik ) = num(c i+1 ) = 1
j
and siдn(mid (c ik )) , siдn(mid (c i+1 ))
otherwise

mid (c ik ) = midpt − pos x (c ik )
j

j

dmir (c ik , c i+1 ) = ||mid (c ik )| − |mid (c i+1 )||
where midpt is the x-position of the center of the screen.
Peaks and valleys. We encourage close ups when the emotional
intensity of lines is high, wide shots when the emotional intensity
is low, and medium shots when it is in the middle. We set the
emission probabilities as
j

B(c 0k ) = 1,

1





1
E (c ik ) = 


1




ϵ


A(c ik , c i+1 ) = 1

if emInt (c ik ) > ϕ and zoom(c ik ) ≥ 6 (CU)
if emInt (c ik ) ≤ (1 − ϕ) and zoom(c ik ) ≤ 2 (WS)
if (1 − ϕ) < emInt (c ik ) ≤ ϕ and 2 < zoom(c ik ) ≤ 6
otherwise

where ϕ is a user-specified parameter for controlling the emotional
intensity threshold at which close ups (CU, ECU), medium (MWS,
MS, MCU) and wide (EWS, WS) shots are preferred.
Performance fast. We encourage selection of the shortest clip for
each line by setting the emission probabilities as
j

B(c 0k ) = 1,

A(c ik , c i+1 ) = 1

E (c ik ) =

1
len(c ik )

Performance slow. We encourage selection of the longest clip for
each line by setting the emission probabilities as
B(c 0k ) = 1,

j

A(c ik , c i+1 ) = 1

E (c ik ) = len(c ik )
Performance loud. We encourage selection of the loudest clip for
each line by setting the emission probabilities as
B(c 0k ) = 1,

j

A(c ik , c i+1 ) = 1

E (c ik ) = avдvol (c ik )
Performance quiet. We encourage selection of the quietest clip
for each line by setting the emission probabilities as
B(c 0k ) = 1,
E (c ik ) =

j

A(c ik , c i+1 ) = 1
1
avдvol (c ik )

Short lines. Like the emphasize character idiom, our goal is to
avoid cutting away to a new take on short lines. Thus, if one of
the clips in a transition is short, we encourage a transition that
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 36, No. 4, Article 130. Publication date: July 2017.
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stays on the same take as the other clip as long as the speaker is
visible in the other clip. We set the transition probabilities as
B(c 0k ) = 1,

1






1
j
A (c ik , c i+1 ) = 


1




ϵ

E (c ik ) = 1
j

if len(c ik ) > ϕ and len(c i+1 ) > ϕ
j
if spkr (li ) ∈ svis (c ik ) and len(c i+1 ) ≤ ϕ and k = j
j
if spkr (li+1 ) ∈ svis (c i+1 ) and len(c ik ) ≤ ϕ and k = j
otherwise

where ϕ is a parameter for setting the time threshold for short
lines (1.25 seconds by default).
Zoom consistent. We encourage the use of a consistent zoom
level throughout the scene by setting the transition probabilities
as
B(c 0k ) = 1,

E (c ik ) = 1
j


 1 if zoom(c i+1 ) = zoom(c ik )
j
A (c ik , c i+1 ) = 
ϵ otherwise

Zoom in/out. We encourage either zooming in or zooming out by
setting the transition probabilities as
B(c 0k ) = 1,

E (c ik ) = 1

j


2ϕ if zoom(c i+1 ) > zoom(c ik )



j
=
2
if zoom(c i+1 ) = zoom(c ik )



 2ϕ if zoom(c j ) < zoom(c k )
i
i+1

where ϕ is a user-specified parameter that controls the aggressiveness of the zoom. Positive values of ϕ encourage zooming in while
negative values of ϕ encourage zooming out.
j
A (c ik , c i+1 )
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